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Market Update — June 24th, 2022 

The spot resin market had its busiest week of the quarter as activity 
was well above average as prices eased further. Buyers were aggres-
sively in search of bargain deals against ample supply which has be-
come more widely available for the majority of commodity grades. 
More abundant material, negative market sentiment and lower energy 
and monomer feedstock costs led our spot Prime Polyethylene and 
Polypropylene grades to peel off a couple more cents. Overall railcar 
availability has become very good, but as resellers have destocked, 
not all commodity grades are easily accessible for immediate pickup, 
so a solid premium remains for those resins packaged and ready to go. 
  
June PE contracts seem to be rolling steady after a contentious $.03/lb 
increase was instituted across many processor accounts in May. The 
spot PE market had actually rallied several cents in April, when that 
increase should have taken hold, but instead peaked after none of the 
pending $.06 - .07/lb increase was successfully implemented. Spot PE 
prices then went on to slide some $.07/lb, so the timing of it all has 
been a bit of a zig-zag. Despite a series of increases that remain on the 
table, with upstream resin supplies bulging and export logistics still 
limiting, the earlier upward momentum gone, and some bearishness 
taking hold, it might take an extraordinary supply interruption to place 
pricing power back into producers hands. But remember, the hurricane 
season can heat up as quickly as the gulf water temps. 
  
The Energy complex continued its decline across the board as Crude 
Oil and Nat Gas futures fell under downward pressure triggered by 
recession fears and demand concerns. Aug WTI opened the holiday-
shortened week at a high of $111.16/bbl on Tuesday and dropped 
nearly $10/bbl to the week’s low of $101.53/bbl the following day. By 
Friday, WTI had rebounded to $107.62/bbl, but did not quite recover 
the full loss and ended down a net $.37/bbl. As usual, Brent followed 
a similar trading pattern and though it had more than a $9/bbl trading 
range, the Aug contract ended the week completely flat. 
 
Nat Gas tumbled lower for a third consecutive week following a larger 
than expected build of 74 bcf in domestic stockpiles. The oppressive 
heatwave in parts of the US did little to offset the market drop, which 
has been on the decline since the fire at the Freeport LNG terminal 
earlier this month, which has limited exports that had previously been 
supporting prices.    Michael Greenberg 
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered 
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Resin for Sale 12,777,180 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

HDPE - Blow 2,649,656              0.720$     0.850$     0.760$      0.810$     

PP Copo - Inj 2,322,932              0.870$     1.120$     0.960$      1.060$     

PP Homo - Inj 2,040,128              0.800$     0.980$     0.860$      0.960$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,451,932              0.780$     0.870$     0.800$      0.850$     

LDPE - Film 1,421,380              0.800$     0.880$     0.820$      0.870$     

HDPE - Inj 1,058,208              0.710$     0.800$     0.760$      0.810$     

LLDPE - Film 967,932                 0.750$     0.850$     0.790$      0.840$     

LDPE - Inj 556,368                 0.780$     0.900$     0.840$      0.890$     

HMWPE - Film 308,644                 0.680$     0.760$     0.700$      0.750$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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The terminal is not expected to be back online until late 2022. July 
Nat Gas started Tuesday at a high of $6.98/mmBtu and dropped al-
most a dollar to a low of $6.02/mmBtu on Friday before closing at 
$6.22/mmBtu for a loss of $.724/mmBtu on the week. NGLs were 
mixed, Ethane firmed just over a penny to $.647/gal ($.273/lb), and 
Propane had a fractional loss to end at $1.209/gal ($.342/gal).  
  
Monomer participation was healthy though volumes were below aver-
age as prices dipped. Ethylene opened on Tuesday with a prompt June 
deal at $.26/lb for TX delivery. The market continued to be splattered 
with bids and offers, but additional June transactions could not be 
completed. Friday saw a slight recovery effort to the upside but not 
nearly enough to erase the week’s losses, and by the end of the day, 
the TX weighted average for spot June Ethylene settled down just 
over a penny to $.2575/lb. Forward month business was more active, 
July material changed hands in LA on Thursday at $.26/lb. For 3Q, 
business was confirmed on Tuesday at $.27/lb, and the following day 
4Q business was done at $.265/lb. The forward curve saw slightly 
deeper losses but remains in contango with Jan ’24 and onward, rest-
ing at $.265/lb.  
  
Polymer-Grade Propylene (PGP) saw decent participation, but like 
Ethylene, volume was a tad muted. A handful of PGP deals were 
struck on Tuesday afternoon; spot June material swapped ownership 
twice at $.455/lb, and July PGP found new homes at $.45625/lb and 
then a couple of times at $.455/lb as traders eyed convergence be-
tween the two months. On Friday morning, June material sold twice at 
$.4425/lb before a snap rally ensued. This helped the June PGP 
weighted average close the week around $.475/lb, noting only a frac-
tional loss. Deferred contract months starting from Aug ’23 and be-
yond posted significant daily gains of $.04+/lb on Friday. This split 
the backdated curve’s spread in half, narrowing the difference in price 
in front-month June to Dec ’24 from $.065/lb on Monday to $.03/lb 
by the end of the week. While full settlement has yet to occur, we be-
lieve that June PGP contracts will settle $.10/lb lower to $.51/lb. This 
follows the same dime decrease in May to $.61/lb.   
 
Polyethylene sales were well above average this past week, a dramatic 
reversal of the lackluster activity that has been seen over the past 
month or two.  
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The surge in trade flow came as producers were more willing to deep-
ly discount material, some prime, but particularly offgrade, to help 
clear out some of the inventory overhang, which had grown considera-
bly according to recent industry data for May. Key commodity grades 
HDPE for Blow Mold and LDPE Film and Injection were the major 
movers, while LLDPE sales slowed compared with a week earlier. In 
the meantime, producers are still pushing for June increases of $.03-
.05/lb, a portion of the initially sought increase of $.06-.09/lb. The 
reduced June increases follow the successful $.03/lb hike for May and 
comes as new capacity is anticipated to hit the market. We do not see 
much chance for the June increase to take hold and feel that flat con-
tracts should be considered a win for producers. There is also a nickel 
increase on the table for July, but first things first. 
 
Polypropylene activity was the busiest we have seen in our market-
place in about 2 months, this considers both the heavy flow off offers 
and high volume of completed transactions. Prices continued their 
downtrend and buyers that had been waiting on the sidelines came 
back to scoop up these better railcar deals. We have also seen a serious 
run on our packaged PP truckload inventory, primarily for processors that waited too long to buy or otherwise have delayed railcar deliveries. While the 
PP import arb is still open, the downswing in US pricing and anticipation of new Canadian supply coming soon has limited buyer interest due to price / 
timing risks. June PGP monomer and PP resin contracts have yet to fully settle for June, but will likely see a full dime decline.   

 
 

 

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!  
 

Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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